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Abstract

Surface mass loading contributes a ubiquitous signal to GPS time series that can be
modeled and removed for individual sources. We utilize nine GPS stations in the Susitna River
watershed, Alaska, to investigate surface displacements from surface mass loading. We find that
modeling atmospheric surface pressure and regional hydrologic mass reduces root mean square
(RMS) error by 27-39% for all GPS time series. We observe moderate correlation between
residual time series pairs and distance, with elevation differences influencing the strength of this
correlation. Seasonal horizontal and vertical displacements are observed after removal of all
loading models; stations displace downward and northwest during winter months, and upward
and southeast during summer months. The temporal displacements are generally correlated with
precipitation and Susitna River discharge. Removing the common mode error (CME) from all
stations highlights small variations in both spatial and temporal displacements, with time series
reflecting local loading sources rather than being dominated by regional trends. The standard
deviation of the post-CME measurements indicates that there is moderate uncertainty in both
phase and amplitude information. GPS measurement uncertainties contribute to the standard
deviation, as well as inter-annual variations in climate; stations also deform due to local
variations in temperature and precipitation.

Introduction
Surface Mass Loading
Surface mass loading (SML) - normal stress stemming from atmospheric pressure
anomalies, variable ocean bottom pressure, and changes in hydrologic mass - contributes a
widespread and significant signal to geodetic time series. It is essential to account for such
iv

loading phenomena in studies that interpret geodetically observed crustal motion (van Dam and
Wahr, 1998). Modeling capabilities of SML have evolved significantly in the past couple of
decades. Observations of geodetic response to surface loads, such as ice sheets (eg. Velicogna
and Wahr, 2002; Sauber and Molnia, 2004; Khan et al. 2010) or river systems (eg. GarciaCastellanos, 2002; Bevis et al. 2005), have led many to develop loading models and analysis
techniques with which individual SML contributions (such as atmospheric and ocean-bottom
pressure, snowpack, and oceanic tides) can be constrained (eg. Wu et al. 2003; Gross et al. 2004;
Guo et al. 2004; Ray et al. 2008; Wahr et al. 2013). To first order approximation, the Earth can
be modeled as spherical, non-rotating, elastic, and isotropic (SNREI). Spherically symmetric
models assume that the elastic properties of the Earth vary only with depth (Agnew, 2015). Since
the interior structure of the Earth is not perfectly rigid, various loads on Earth cause surface
displacements, which are large enough to be measured by GPS stations (e.g. Darwin, 1898;
Love, 1911; Alterman et al. 1959; Longman, 1963; Ito and Simons, 2011).
Hydrologic mass variations – changes in terrestrial water storage due to seasonal,
climatic, and topographic effects – are among the main contributors to Earth deformation (Davis
et al. 2004, Fu et al. 2015a). Periods of intense rainfall and snowpack loading result in vertical
and horizontal deformation of the solid Earth. Melting and runoff events, as well as extended
droughts, correspond with localized uplift visible in GPS measurements (Argus et al. 2014,
2017). This pattern is exhibited across the globe; mountainous regions experience significant
changes in water storage over the course of a year, especially if coupled with dramatic climatic
drivers, such as monsoons (Fu and Freymueller, 2012; Chanard et al. 2014). A hydrological load
can also be investigated in terms of watershed dynamics – seasonal cycles and river discharge
anomalies can be detected in GPS data (Mangiarotti et al. 2001). As a river system provides an
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escape for stored water, such as in the Amazon, deformation propagates downstream in
conjunction with flood events (Bevis et al. 2005; Fu et al. 2013). This deformation influences
both horizontal and vertical components of GPS – depending on their distance from the loading
source, stations tend to point towards the load in addition to being deflected downward (Blewitt
et al. 2001). Horizontal displacements provide additional dimensions for understanding seasonal
deformation response. Wahr et al. (2013) demonstrate the ability to determine the source of a
load by combining vertical displacement observations with interpretations from horizontal
displacements. Fu et al. (2013) use horizontal GPS measurements to investigate seasonal cycles
of deformation in the Amazon River Basin and Southeast Asia, finding that solid Earth moves
towards regions of heavy rainfall, and away from these regions when the water load is minimum
(6 months later). Seasonal water elevation variations in the Great Salt Lake have also been
modeled using horizontal GPS measurements; in addition to vertical displacement under a
greater load, the GPS stations point in the direction of that load (Elósegui et al. 2003).
Hydrologic Loading in Alaska
In Alaska, much work has focused on understanding long-term and seasonal patterns of
vertical Earth deformation visible in GPS measurements (e.g. Tamisiea et al. 2005; Chen et al.
2006; Fu et al. 2012). Chen et al. (2006) centered their investigations primarily on glacial
melting; long-term mass loss in Alaskan glaciers correlate strongly with regional satellite gravity
measurements. In addition to mass loss, Larsen et al. (2005) identify ongoing regional uplift in
Alaska resulting from post-Little Ice Age glacial retreat. Tamisiea et al. (2005) estimated annual
contributions of glacial mass loss to sea level rise of roughly 0.31 mm/yr. Luthcke et al. (2008)
determined that regional satellite gravity measurements not only correlate with glacial mass loss,
but can be used to constrain deformation patterns and global sea level rise over specific time
vi

periods. These deformation patterns can be converted to equivalent water depth changes; Davis
et al. (2012) show both long-term hydrologic mass loss and seasonal fluctuations.
Our study is most closely aligned with that of Fu et al. (2012); whereby we use loading
models to constrain Earth deformation patterns, and investigate seasonality within the signal. Fu
et al. (2012) used data from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) to compare
modeled vertical displacements with observed GPS vertical displacements, and find that both
demonstrate consistent large seasonal fluctuations. They conclude that the hydrologic mass cycle
is the primary influencing factor in seasonal Earth deformation in southern Alaska. We also
investigate vertical displacements modeled by GRACE to understand seasonal deformation in
this region, but also introduce horizontal displacements to elucidate the three-dimensional spatial
variations of seasonal loading and deformation in the Susitna River Basin. To our knowledge, we
are the first to explore seasonal horizontal deformation in Alaska.
Motivation
This thesis is structured around two primary motivations:
1. What are the relative contributions of various types of surface mass loads to GPS time
series in southern Alaska?
2. How does regional and local seasonal deformation within the Susitna River Basin vary
as a function of hydrologic mass distribution, inter-station distance, and elevation?
Chapter 1 of this thesis focuses on the individual contributions of surface mass loads to
the GPS time series. Specifically, we quantify the degree to which each loading source –
atmospheric pressure, non-tidal ocean pressure, and regional hydrologic mass – reduces geodetic
variance. We also investigate trends that emerge as a function of loading source; atmospheric
vii

pressure variations will likely be larger further inland due to the inverted barometer effect
(Doodson, 1924), and regional hydrologic mass variations should demonstrate a large seasonal
pattern.
Chapter 2 of this thesis focuses on the seasonal changes in deformation response
observed in the residual time series. We are interested in the seasonal deformation pattern
associated with the globally integrated hydrologic load, as well as the local seasonal response
signal that varies from station to station. We explore various explanatory variables for these
deformation patterns; including inter-station distance, elevation, precipitation, and river
discharge anomalies. Finally, we discuss the uncertainties associated with this study, chiefly
focused on the difficulties of comparing spatially-precise GPS time series data with globallygridded loading models.
Location of Study
We perform this study in the Susitna River watershed shown in Figure 1, a freshwater
river system in southwestern-Alaska that extends roughly 500 kilometers from the Susitna
Glacier and drains into Cook Inlet, just south of Anchorage (USGS, 1992). The watershed that
encompasses the Susitna is a Holocene-aged basin characterized by swampy lowlands and
massive Quaternary deposits of fluvial and glacial silt (Trop et al. 2007). Large glaciers that form
the headwaters of the Susitna River are known to exhibit melting surges every 50-60 years,
significantly reworking the river system (Clarke, 1991). These glaciers also influence the water
cycle of the region; higher levels of precipitation fall in glacial zones (Clarke et al. 1985). The
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increased runoff associated with both more precipitation and long-term glacial mass loss
contributes to the uplift in the region (Chen et al. 2006).

Figure 1. A map of the
Susitna River
Watershed, Alaska. The
green triangles are the
nine UNAVCO PBO
stations in use for this
study. The USGS
discharge station at
Gold Creek, Susitna
River, is marked with a
blue square. The
Susitna River
originates at the
Susitna Glacier, before
flowing more than 500
km to Cook Inlet.

On a broader scale, southern-Alaska is characterized by the convergence of two major
tectonic plates: the subducting Pacific Plate and the overriding North American Plate. Much of
the continental rock in the region is volcanic in origin and Jurassic in age, overlain by Cretaceous
sandstones and shales (Packer and Stone, 1974). The land began to uplift in the early Eocene,
resulting in the fold and thrust of the Alaska Range, and subsequent erosion (Chapin, 1918). An
extensive period of glaciation followed, carving the Susitna River valley, and depositing the
sediment seen in the valley today (Miller and Dobrovolny, 1959).
The Susitna River watershed is chosen as a study location for a variety of reasons. First,
and perhaps most importantly, the watershed is host to a high density of GPS stations with freely
available daily measurements (UNAVCO, Herring et al. 2016). It also contains a continuously
ix

monitored USGS river gauge, so we can gain a better understanding of surface runoff throughout
the region, and correlate these data with deformation signals. Geographically, the Susitna is
positioned at high latitude. Due to the geostrophic balance at the equator, atmospheric pressure
variations will be large at high latitudes (Wunsch and Stammer, 1997), as will seasonal
snowpack quantities. This is a good chance to observe the extent to which our loading models
capture highly variable loads; both the expected amplitudes and variations from atmospheric
pressure and regional hydrology are relatively high. Furthermore, the Susitna offers an
opportunity to study Earth deformation in the context of proximity to the coast. Coastal regions
experience a larger contribution from non-tidal ocean loading, and allow us to study an entire
watershed – from the upper boundaries to the outflow. Finally, the Susitna is located on a major
subduction zone. By refining the geodetic signal in this region, we create the opportunity for
study of transient tectonic events, subduction-related processes, or other geophysical phenomena
of interest in this tectonically dynamic region.
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Chapter 1
The first goal of this research is to investigate contributions of atmospheric loading
(ATML), non-tidal ocean loading (NTOL), and regional hydrologic loading (HYDL) to GPS
time series in southern Alaska. We collect GPS data and develop loading models to individually
constrain the impact each loading source has on the GPS time series.
Due to large predicted amplitudes and variations in atmospheric pressure at this latitude
shown in Figure 3, we expect ATML contributions to significantly influence the GPS time
series, and aim to reduce variance by removing ATML from the GPS time series. ATML should
not be uniform across the watershed; stations closer to the coast will experience less loading
from ATML due to the inverted barometer effect, where oceanic mass redistributes to
accommodate overlying atmospheric pressure, thus dampening the ATML-induced response of
the earth (Doodson, 1924). We expect NTOL contributions to be smaller in magnitude, as
variations in ocean bottom pressure are not large in southern Alaska, seen in Figure 3. Finally,
we expect regional HYDL to present a large, seasonal signal resulting from accumulation of
snowpack in the winter and melting of snow and ice in the summer, which significantly reduces
variance in the GPS time series when removed.
In order to perform the aforementioned analyses, we begin with processed UNAVCO
GPS time series (processing yields daily positions and corrects for oceanic tides). From here, we
are able to remove deformation signals predicted from loading models in order to obtain a
residual time series. The residual time series will also be adjusted and corrected for outliers and
tectonic deformation.
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Methods
Acquisition of GPS Data
We obtain GPS data in the IGS08 reference frame from the UNAVCO Plate Boundary
Observatory (PBO) database (ftp://data-out.unavco.org/pub/products, Herring et al. 2016).
UNAVCO currently monitors 1100 PBO GPS stations, around 150 of which are in Alaska. A
large portion of these stations were installed in 2006. The raw GPS data is processed by
UNAVCO to yield daily estimates of horizontal and vertical position. As part of their processing,
UNAVCO has adjusted for ocean tidal loading (OTL) using the FES2004 ocean tide model. We
download ten years (2006 – 2016) of time series data provided by UNAVCO for nine GPS
stations in the Susitna River watershed (see Figure 1).
LoadDef Modeling
To compute surface displacements and predict Earth deformation from the various
sources of SML, we use LoadDef (Martens et al. 2016, Martens et al. 2019). On a high level,
LoadDef allows a user to input a climate model (e.g. surface pressure, ocean-bottom pressure)
and calculate its predicted displacement effect on the Earth. Utilizing LoadDef involves the
computation of load Love numbers and load Green’s functions, and the convolution of load
models with Green’s Functions. The functions needed to describe the Earth’s response to loading
forces are calculated using the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM, Dziewonski and
Anderson, 1981). I will briefly outline the process one must complete in order to model the
contribution of a surface mass load to the deformation of the Earth.
First, Love numbers must be computed. Love numbers are dimensionless parameters that
characterize the response of a planetary body to certain stimuli, such as surface mass loads
2

(Farrell, 1972). There is one class of Love number that must be considered when modelling
planetary response to loading: the load Love numbers (Martens, 2016). Infinite sums of load
Love numbers can be combined to yield the loading response-function of the Earth, known as a
Green’s Function, as shown in Figure 2 (Martens, 2016). Once the Green’s Function is
computed, we convolve the load Green’s Functions with the various climate model inputs. The
convolution yields a predicted displacement response of the Earth to each various loading
mechanism, in accordance to our assumptions: a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, elastic and
isotropic Earth (SNREI).

Load Models

Figure 2. Load Green’s
Functions for the PREM
model in the CM reference
frame for both the
horizontal and vertical
components. This figure
shows the decreasing Earth
response to a load as a
function of distance from
the load. Roughly 102
degrees from the source of
the vertical load, the
response function becomes
zero in the vertical
component, and then
increases. Discussion of
reference frames in
Supplemental Figure 7.

Atmospheric Loading
A significant portion of SML-induced deformation is caused by atmospheric pressure
anomalies (van Dam et al. 1994). Variation in atmospheric pressure on the surface of the earth is
largely caused by solar heating patterns and influenced by topography. Bodies of water can
accommodate pressure by redistributing their mass, unlike continental crust (den Dool et al.
1997). Latitude also plays a major role in regulating atmospheric currents; low-latitude regions
3

are characterized by strong annual and semi-annual tidal signals and weak short-period signals,
whereas mid-latitude stations show the opposite (Petrov and Boy, 2004). Atmospheric pressure
varies the most at high latitudes, predominantly due to the geostrophic balance centered on the
equator (Wunsch and Stammer, 1997).
Doodson (1924) first identified the inverted-barometer behavior of the ocean in response
to atmospheric pressure, which describes the ocean’s ability to redistribute its fluid and maintain
constant ocean-bottom pressure. The inverted-barometer effect allows the ocean to dynamically
respond to air pressure and wind forcing (Boy and Lyard, 2008). It is further constrained by
latitude: high-latitude coastal regions experience more of the inverted-barometer effect than
those in mid and low-latitudes because these areas are more prone to higher and more prolonged
atmospheric pressure (Ponte and Gaspar, 1999). In many of these regions, the coastal land
deforms significantly less as compared to areas further inland from ATML because the oceans
can accommodate the atmospheric pressure changes by re-distributing ocean mass (van Dam et
al. 1994). Inland regions, due to their distance from the inverted-barometer, experience much
higher responses to atmospheric pressure, thus showing relatively larger deformation signals
(van Dam et al. 2010).
In order to model SML contribution from ATML, we use ERA-Interim data from the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, Molteni et al. 1996). This
freely-available database contains global surface pressure grids, modeled with six-hour temporal
resolution and 0.75 by 0.75 degree spatial resolution. In order to maintain consistency with the
GPS data, we isolate a single daily measurement (from the four) and use the surface pressure
value at 12:00 PM in our calculations. The ECMWF model is one of three climate models that
we import into LoadDef, convolve with Green’s Functions, and convert to predicted
4

displacement for residual calculations (the other two below). The convolution for ATML is
performed using a load density of 1 kilogram per cubic meter, an ocean mask, and the center of
mass of the Earth (CM) reference frame (Blewitt (2003)).
Non-Tidal Ocean Loading
Variations in both sea-surface height and water-column density contribute to ocean
bottom pressure anomalies, which load and deform the Earth (van Dam et al. 1997). A large
portion of NTOL is driven by seasonal effects: oceanic circulation is influenced by wind, fresh
water, and heat fluxes (Zerbini et al. 2004). Barotropic variability is highest in high latitudes, as
well as in regions of shallow water, such as coastlines (Vinogradova et al. 2007). In addition to
regular circulation of oceanic currents, storm surges can create localized bottom pressure
discrepancy (Nordman et al. 2015). By accounting for NTOL in combination with ATML in the
North Sea, Williams and Penna (2011) show that GPS variance can be reduced by up to 50%.
We investigate NTOL by using the Version 4 Release 3 (V4r3) ECCO (Estimating the
Circulation and Climate of the Ocean) model (Fukumori et al. 2017). ECCO-V4r3, the most
recent version of the ECCO model, provides daily global grids of ocean-bottom pressure with a
spatial resolution of 0.25 by 0.25 degrees (Stammer at al. 2002). ECCO-V4r3 is derived from the
assimilation of oceanic altimetry with hydrodynamic models in order to estimate non-tidal ocean
mass anomalies over time (van Dam et al. 2012). The convolution for NTOL is performed using
a load density of 1000 kilograms per cubic meter, a land mask, and the CM reference frame.
Figure 3 shows maximum pressure anomalies for both ATML and NTOL on a global
grid, as well as their respective standard deviations. It is clear that ATML contributes larger
loads in higher latitudes, such as Alaska. NTOL is not as dependent on latitude; coastal regions
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with complex topography (such as inlets and bays) experience larger contributions from NTOL
as compared to the center of the ocean, or long and continuous coastline. The Susitna River
watershed is thus expected to experience large contributions from both ATML and NTOL.

Figure 3. (a) The maximum pressure anomalies for atmospheric surface pressure over the continental
crust from 2013-2016. (b) The maximum pressure anomalies for non-tidal oceanic pressure from 20132016. (c) The standard deviation of the atmospheric pressure anomalies from 2013-2016. (d) The
standard deviation of the non-tidal oceanic pressure anomalies from 2013-2016. Areas of extreme
latitudes experience more variability for ATML, while coastal areas experience more variability for
NTOL. Courtesy of Hilary Martens.

Regional Hydrologic Loading
We obtain HYDL data from NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(Chambers, 2012). GRACE utilizes two satellites in tandem orbit to detect gravitational
anomalies on the Earth. The resolution of this model is limited both spatially and temporally; the
grid provides 1 by 1 degree spatial resolution with monthly temporal resolution. It does,
6

however, provide geoid height accuracy of up to 2 or 3 millimeters, and for the purposes of
accurately modeling a regional deformation signal over a large area, GRACE has been proven
effective (Tapley et al. 2004). Further, GRACE estimates are smoothed with a 300 km Gaussian
filter, which essentially covers the Susitna River watershed (NASA). Thus, the GRACE model
will be very similar for the stations in our study area, as seen in Figure 4. We access GRACE
data for a period of 10 years and linearly interpolate between monthly epochs, in order to
estimate daily displacement values for use in residual calculations. For the GRACE convolution,
we use a load density of 1000 kilograms per cubic meter, no land or ocean mask, and the CM
reference frame. Despite not masking the land or oceans in the convolution, we only use the
GRACE land mascons, which do not apply loads over the ocean.

Figure 4. Regional HYDL estimates from GRACE for the vertical component at all nine stations. The
vertical component reaches amplitudes ranging from roughly 5 to 8 millimeters, and are in phase with
each other. The GRACE model is included in the residual calculation to remove regional hydrologic
loading. The interpolation naturally introduces some uncertainty, as the time series do not behave strictly
linearly between epochs.
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Ocean Tidal Loading
The tides – mass redistribution caused primarily by the orbit of the Moon – harmonically
deform the Earth (Farrell, 1972). These tides have various wavelengths and periods, and can be
separated into body tides (direct gravitational potential) and oceanic tides (redistribution of fluid
mass), all of which can be modeled and removed via geodetic analysis (Agnew, 2015).
Successfully accounting for ocean tides involves an integrated understanding of the harmonic
nature of the tides and the physical boundaries influencing their dispersion (e.g. Baker, 1984; Le
Provost et al. 1994; Andersen et al. 1995, Lyard et al. 2006; Martens et al. 2016).
The GPS time series we use in this study are already corrected for ocean tidal loading and
solid Earth body tides, as they are some of the best constrained geodetic loading signals (Herring
et al. 2016). Ocean tidal loading will not be discussed outside of this section; thus, we focus on
ATML, NTOL, and HYDL, sources of loading not routinely removed from GPS time series, in
order to understand individual loading contributions to time series, and remove the signals.
Further reading on OTL can be found in Martens (2016) and Agnew (2015), among others.
Time Series Corrections
Tectonic Trend
An important time series processing step when investigating surface mass loading is to
correct for long-term tectonic trend. Over the span of a ten year window, the GPS stations in the
Susitna River watershed displace roughly 3 or 4 centimeters vertically, and up to 10 centimeters
in the horizontal components. This is due to the GPS stations on the coast of Alaska being
positioned on the overriding North American Plate, as the Pacific Plate subducts northward from
the south. We assume constant motion and estimate a linear function to detrend this tectonic
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motion. We subtract the line-of-best-fit from the GPS data, so that the long-term vertical and
horizontal motion is zero.
Outliers
Prior to accounting for SML – deformation that causes vertical and horizontal
displacement of GPS, including ATML, NTOL, and HYDL – it is important to adjust the time
series for other sources of noise in order to obtain the highest confidence residual time series.
Many GPS time series have extreme values that cannot be accounted for through modeling. The
sources of the extreme position estimates range from equipment malfunction to mismodeled
tropospheric delays and must be eliminated from the data in order to retain a geodetically
accurate time series. Figure 5 shows the manner in which we flag and remove GPS data points
that are more than three standard deviations from the median displacement signal across the

Figure 5. The vertical GPS time series for station AC75 after correction for tectonic and low frequency
trends plotted from 2007-2017. The red dots are showing calculated outliers in the time series, and are
removed from the data before analysis proceeds. Most stations in the network have between 10 and 40
outliers over a ten year span.
9

temporal range of study. We use the median values because these are more robust to extreme
outlier values than the mean values are, and three standard deviations does not eliminate a large
portion of data. This allows us to analyze the meaningful displacements in the time series
without misinterpreting erroneous estimates as data.
Finally, one GPS station – AC53 – contains unique anomalous signals in its GPS
measurements that cannot be accounted for using the aforementioned processing procedure,
shown in Figure 6. Annually, AC53 experiences a ~80 millimeter displacement occurring in the
months of December and January. This displacement is not recorded in the listed offsets for the
station, indicating it is not a function of station maintenance or earthquakes. This signal does not
appear in any of the other GPS stations, implying it is a local site error and not a networkcoherent signal. AC53 is on a low-elevation alpaca farm in center of the Susitna River

Figure 6. The vertical component of the raw GPS time series for station AC53, a station we throw out
from our analysis. This plot illustrates the anomalous data occurring during winter months every year.
None of the other nine stations exhibit this signal, and the data points leading up to the anomalous times
otherwise skew the trend so that modeling and analyzing the station becomes difficult. While we are not
certain of why this station behaves so erratically, the station’s homepage shows the station on an alpaca
farm, not well protected, as well as in the river basin (soft sediments) as opposed to mountainous hard
rock. Further, Argus et al. (2017) cites snow on GPS antennae as a source of similar bias.
10

watershed. It is difficult to conclude the source of this error without visiting the site, though it is
likely snow on the antenna (Argus et al. 2017). AC53 is therefore removed from consideration.
Offsets
Scheduled maintenance of a GPS station, as well as nearby earthquakes, may shift the
baseline value of that station. We access the maintenance and earthquake records for each station
and record all known offsets to the time series (UNAVCO offset page, Herring et al. 2016). In
the case of our analysis, all recorded offsets are either negligible (less than 2 millimeters, and not
detectable in the time series), or outside the temporal range of study. For example, many stations
felt the impact of an earthquake on January 24, 2016. However, we limit our residual
calculations to the time period January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2015, due to the availability of
the ECCO-V4r3 model. Thus, we do not apply any offset adjustments to the time series.
Temporal Filtering
GPS stations record signals of many wavelengths – ranging temporally from years to
days. In this study, we are most interested in how stations respond to daily, monthly, and annual
forcers. Some signals, however, are on the order of five to ten years, and can be detected in our
time series. Low-frequency signals – which likely represent long-term droughts or multi-year
tectonic transients – alter the baseline of the time series (e.g. Fu et al. 2015b). A slow-slip event
occurred over the period of 2008-2013, and caused significant deformation at AC44 (Fu et al.
2015b). It is important to correct the GPS time series for the slow-slip events in order to estimate
a more accurate RMS reduction from removing the sources of SML.
We focus our efforts on signals with periods of multiple years in order to retain the
annual (and shorter) wavelength signals for analysis of hydrologic loading at seasonal and sub11

seasonal time scales. To fit the slow-slip event, we manually design a logarithmic function to
capture the modeled deformation (Yuning Fu, personal communication; Freed et al. 2006)
(Supplemental Figure 3). For other anomalous long-period signals, we use a Butterworth-type
high-pass filter in order to pass signals with high frequency and attenuate signals with low
frequency (or long period, as described above), with the desired impact on GPS time series
shown in Figure 7. The Butterworth filter was first described by British physicist Stephen
Butterworth, who developed a filter with quick roll-off upon the cutoff frequency, yet no ripples
(as compared to Chebyshev or Elliptic filters) (Butterworth, 1930). This lack of ripple is
essential: when the high-pass filter is applied, it does not alter the higher frequency data, merely
attenuating long-wavelength signal (Supplemental Figure 2).
We choose a critical period of 2.5 years, roughly ¼ of the length of the residual time series.
Thus, the filter attenuates signals with periods longer than 2.5 years. Further, all signals with

Figure 7. The horizontal components of the time series for station AC44. The two transparent time series
are the raw, unfiltered GPS time series for the north and east components. A decadal trend is visible, and
likely represents either a slow-slip seismic event, or post-seismic relaxation. Either way, we wish to
remove this signal to focus on HYDL signals with periods of a couple of years, or less. The nontransparent time series are the horizontal components after application of the Butterworth filter. The low
frequency signals are now largely gone, but higher frequency signals have visibly been retained within
the time series.
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periods less than 2.5 years will be retained. We use a fourth-order Butterworth high pass filter
with a frequency of 0.001 cycles per day to capture this desired signal.
Residual Time Series
In order to compute a residual signal at each GPS station for each component,
observation and model epochs must be in perfect alignment. We ensure that every model has a
unique displacement value (in millimeters) for each day of record (January 1, 2006 – December
31, 2015). Figure 8 shows an overlay of all models together. Some GPS stations were installed
after this initial date, in which case we begin their calculations on the first day of available data.
As mentioned briefly, ATML displacements are modeled at 12:00 PM each day, and daily
HYDL displacements are modeled through linear interpolation of monthly displacement

Figure 8. The GPS vertical time series and the three primary load models, plotted with each other for
station AC75. The outliers and low frequency trends have been removed from the GPS time series, and
two of the load models have been adjusted to record daily positions. ATML is modeled using ECMWF, by
convolving surface pressure data to predicted displacements. This source carries the highest amplitude
load of the three. Conversely, NTOL (modelled by ECMWF) has the lowest amplitude load. This model
also cuts off at January 1, 2016 due to the temporal limitations of the ECCO4 model. Finally, GRACE is
shown in its raw form (not interpolated). This visibly models the seasonal signal in the GPS time series as
an approximate annual harmonic.
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estimates. Since the calculation of the residual is additive, the order of removal is not important,
nor does it change the computed residual time series. For consistency, and to isolate the response
from ATML, we subtract the ATML-induced load response from the outlier-corrected and
tectonic-corrected GPS signal first (Figure 9a). This is followed by NTOL (Figure 9b), and
finally, we subtract GRACE (Figure 9c).

Figure 9a. The outlier and
tectonic corrected GPS time
series (gray) plotted with the
modeled ATML time series
(pink) and the residual created
by subtracting ATML from the
GPS time series (blue). This is
the first step in obtaining the
fully residual time series.

Figure 9b. The partial residual
GPS – ATML (blue line above,
gray line here) plotted with the
modeled NTOL time series
(pink) and the residual created
by subtracting NTOL from the
partial residual GPS – ATML
time series (blue). This is the
second step in obtaining the
fully residual time series.

Figure 9c. The partial residual
GPS – ATML – NTOL (blue
line above, gray line here)
plotted with the modeled
HYDL time series (pink) and
the residual created by
subtracting HYDL from the
partial residual GPS – ATML –
NTOL time series (blue). This
creates the Post-GRACE
residual described in the next
chapter.
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Statistical Analyses
In order to verify our ability to reduce GPS scatter and model SML, we perform various
levels of statistical inference on our residual time series. Chiefly, we aim to determine the level
to which the removal of displacement due to SML, tectonic trend, and outliers improves the
residual time series by reducing scatter. In order to quantify scatter reduction, we perform an
RMS analysis:
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐺𝑃𝑆 = √[𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑑𝑍 2 )]
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑅𝐸𝑆 = √[𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑑𝑅 2 )]
𝑅𝑀𝑆 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ((𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑅𝐸𝑆 − 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐺𝑃𝑆 ) ÷ (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐺𝑃𝑆 )) × 100 ,
where RMS is the root mean square of the given data (GPS or RES – residual time series), dZ are
the displacements of the GPS time series, and dR are the displacements of the residual time
series. By calculating the difference in RMS values from the original (outlier-corrected and
tectonic-corrected) GPS time series to the residual time series (after removal of an SML source),
we determine how much we have reduced scatter by accounting for each SML, and can analyze
these results for insight into the spatial and temporal characteristics of each load.
To test the correlation between the residual time series and load models for each GPS
station, we also perform a Pearson correlation test. The Pearson correlation coefficient is a
measure of the linear correlation between two variables (in this case, two time series), and has a
value of 1 to -1. Mathematically, it is computed using the following formula:

𝜌𝑥,𝑦 =

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦)
,
𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦
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where 𝜌𝑥,𝑦 is the correlation coefficient for x and y (two unique time series) and 𝜎 is the standard
deviation of each of those time series. A correlation coefficient value of 1 indicates perfect
correlation, whereas a value of -1 indicates perfect anti-correlation.
Results
RMS Reduction Analysis
Through the process of computing residual time series, we determine RMS reduction
values for each station after the removal of each load model. In general, removal of load models
reduces scatter of GPS time series. RMS reductions for the horizontal components of the time
series are shown in Supplemental Figures 5 – 6, using the same partial residual time series
shown in Figure 9C.
When removing the load induced by ATML, we observe RMS reductions of 9-18% in the
vertical-component time series. Stations further inland, such as AC75, AC80 and AB28,
experience the largest RMS reductions, with values above 15%. Conversely, stations closer to
the coast, such as AC32, AC46, and AC51, show smaller reductions in scatter, with values at the
low end of our range (9-15%). Thus, we find a moderate correlation between the RMS reduction
of time series after removal of ATML and the distance that station is to the coast. Figure 10A
displays these RMS reduction values; all stations show a positive scatter reduction.
Interestingly, removing NTOL from the GPS time series does not generally reduce the
scatter of the residual time series. Instead, accounting for NTOL slightly increases the RMS of
most time series by 0-2%. Three stations, AC75, AC80, and ATW2, experience small scatter
reductions from NTOL, ranging from 1-7%. The removal of NTOL from the model does not
reduce the scatter of the residual time series. There is no notable association of station location
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and RMS reduction as there was with ATML. Furthermore, the general amplitude of the NTOL
signal is significantly smaller than that of ATML, and has a smaller effect on the residual. The
RMS reduction values from the removal of NTOL are shown in Figure 10B.
The final set of RMS reductions is calculated after the removal of the GRACE model,
which accounts for regional HYDL. Due to the spatial resolution of GRACE, each station has
approximately the same modeled regional HYDL (Figure 4). Thus, we are essentially removing
the same signal from each station, representing the regional and predominantly seasonal loading
of hydrologic mass in the system. The removal of HYDL from the GPS time series reduces RMS
scatter by 11-22%. Figure 11 shows that accounting for HYDL in addition to ATML and NTOL
results in a total RMS reduction of 27-39%, which is an improvement of 15-30% from the
previous residual (GPS-ATML-NTOL). The removal of the GRACE model significantly reduces
the scatter, and provides a residual time series that is more representative of loading on a
localized scale.

Figure 10A-C. A (left) shows the RMS reduction for ATML, B (center) that for NTOL, and C (right) that
for HYDL.
Maps showing percent RMS reduction values for each load model in the vertical component of the GPS
stations. The positive RMS reduction values illustrate increases in scatter (poor modeling), whereas the
negative RMS reduction values illustrate decreases in scatter (effective modeling). ATML and HYDL
models reduce scatter in the time series for all stations, whereas NTOL models are not as effective as
reducing scatter. These are computed from the individual contributions from each load model to GPS.
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In summary, we reduce the scatter of the GPS time series by 27-39% in moving from the
corrected time series (GPS, accounting for tectonics, outliers, etc.) to the modeled residual time
series (GPS-ATML-NTOL-HYDL), as shown in Figure 11. We now have a set of residual time
series with which we can explore local hydrologic loading signals (Chapter 2).

Figure 11. A map showing the total percent RMS reduction in the vertical component of all GPS stations.
As before, the more negative RMS reductions (warmer colors) illustrate decreases in scatter, which
translates to more effective modeling of the sources of loading. We observe RMS reductions of between
27-39%, indicating that our load models account for a significant amount of the variation in the GPS time
series (as compared to literature, e.g. van Dam et al. (1994)).
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Correlations between Observations and Models
To further analyze the influence of the loads on the time series, we compare partial
residuals with the load models yet to be removed. This allows us to isolate the influence of a
specific loading source after having accounted for the others. To determine this metric, we
compute the Pearson R correlation coefficients between two time series: the partial residual and
the load model missing from that specific residual. A partial residual is defined as the GPS time
series with any combination of two of the three load models. This is performed three times; there
are three partial residuals to analyze, with their three respective missing load models (ATML,
NTOL, and GRACE), shown in three panels in Figure 12. It should be noted that each GPS time
series is always corrected for tectonic trend, low frequency signals, and outliers prior to analysis.

Figure 12. A plot showing partial residual time series overlain with the load model not included in
that partial residual for station AB28. The top panel shows a plot of the residual created from GPS –
NTOL – GRACE in blue, and the ATML model in orange. The middle plot shows GPS – ATML –
GRACE in blue, and NTOL in orange. The bottom plot shows GPS – ATML – NTOL in blue, and
GRACE in orange. Note the seasonality inherent in the bottom partial residual. The correlation
coefficients between each pair of time series are listed in the legends. Note that the partial residual
data and ATML have strong correlations, as do the partial residual and GRACE. See Appendix G for
the same plot for all stations, and Supplemental Figure 8 for a higher resolution plot of the top two
panels in the above figure.
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The first partial residual we calculate is GPS – NTOL – GRACE. The load model that is
not included in this residual is ATML, so this is the model we correlate the residual with. For the
nine stations in this study, we observe correlations of 0.52 to 0.65.
We next investigate the partial residual formed from GPS – ATML – GRACE. The load
model missing from this residual is NTOL, thus we are looking at the correlation between NTOL
and the partial residual (GPS – ATML – GRACE). For the nine stations in this study, we find
correlations of 0 to -0.33.
The final partial residual correlation to investigate is that of GPS – ATML – NTOL and
the GRACE load model, representing HYDL. For the nine stations in this study, we observe
correlations of 0.52 to 0.72. Plotted against the RMS reductions from accounting for HYDL in
the residual, we see a moderate linear relationship with an R2 of 0.47. This indicates that the
more the HYDL time series correlates with the partial residual time series, the more it will
reduce the scatter on the full residual.
Considering the aforementioned results, we come to a few key observations. First, both
ATML and HYDL contribute significantly to the GPS time series. We are able to interpret the
GPS time series as a combination of various inputs and individually account for the influence of
both ATML and HYDL. This is indicated by the 27-39% reduction in scatter obtained by
removing both load models from the residual time series, as well as the 0.52-0.72 Pearson R
correlation coefficients between the models and their respective partial residuals. Conversely,
NTOL does not contribute significantly to the GPS time series. We find slight scatter increases
for most stations when removing NTOL from the time series, and a correlation coefficient range
of 0 to -0.33. Thus, either the GPS stations in Alaska do not experience a significant influence
from NTOL (as the amplitudes of loading are small), the NTOL models do not effectively
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capture the observed displacements, or there are other unknown signals in the GPS time series
that partially cancel or obscure the NTOL response signal.
Discussion
Contributions to GPS time series from SML sources
GPS time series are influenced by a variety of loading sources. Each load model is
convolved with Green’s Functions in order to obtain a time series of predicted surface
displacements that is then compared with and subtracted from the original GPS time series. The
original time series can be thought of as a combination of multiple independent signals. Some of
these signals have short periods (such as atmospheric loading, with surface-pressure variations
occurring on time scales of hours to a year) while others have longer periods (seasonal/regional
hydrology and tectonic motion). By rendering all of these signals into daily estimates of
predicted displacement for each station, we are able to account for each modeled signal in the
time series.
One such signal is the predicted deformation resulting from atmospheric pressure
loading. These signals are widespread and latitude-dependent, with larger loading signals at
higher latitudes due to larger pressure variations (van Dam et al. 1994). The stations in this study
are centered on latitude 62⁰ (just north of Anchorage, Alaska), so we expect the deformation
signal from ATML to be relatively high. We observe modeled ATML amplitudes of more than
10 millimeters for all stations, consistent with amplitudes found at these latitudes by van Dam et
al. (1994). In that study, estimates of atmospheric pressure loading exceeded 10 millimeters for
Tromso, Norway and Fairbanks, Alaska, both at latitudes greater than 60⁰. We also observe that
the influence of ATML on the GPS time series varies with distance from the ocean. 50% of the
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stations within 100 kilometers of the coastline see atmospheric RMS reductions of less than
14%. Conversely, 80% (n = 5) of the stations further than 100 kilometers of the coastline see
atmospheric RMS reductions of greater than 14%. In general, the further a station is from the
coast, the more influence atmospheric loading will have on that signal. This pattern is attributed
to the “inverted barometer” effect (e.g. Ponte, 2006; Wunsch and Stammer, 1997). The ocean is
observed to respond dynamically when forced by atmospheric pressure, maintaining roughly
consistent ocean-bottom pressure (Wunsch and Stammer, 1997). This behavior is observed to be
relatively low-frequency, implying that the effect on GPS time series is evidenced in a long-term,
seasonal trend (Ponte, 2006). The inverted-barometer assumption is not perfect; there are likely
uncertainties associated with this model.
In contrast to ATML, non-tidal ocean loading signals rarely exceed 3 millimeters in
amplitude. This is consistent with findings by van Dam et al. (2012), who show maximum
surface displacement resulting from NTOL in the Susitna River watershed not exceeding 4
millimeters. As implied above, there is an inherent relationship between ATML in near-coast
locales (due to the inverted barometer effect) and NTOL signals in GPS time series. To account
for this potential bias, we compute non-tidal oceanic RMS reduction for stations already adjusted
for ATML, and then again from the original GPS time series. Three of the nine stations in the
study show positive RMS reduction (less scatter) when NTOL is considered after ATML
removal (AC32, AC51, AC80). Interestingly, three stations in the study show positive RMS
reduction when NTOL is considered prior to ATML removal, but two of these stations are
different (AC75, ATW2, AC80). In both cases, the scatter reductions are small (less than 7%),
and there are no obvious correlations with elevation or geographic position. Thus, NTOL has a
very small influence on GPS time series across the region. Further, van Dam et al. (2012) finds
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that GPS stations in Alaska have minimal correlations with NTOL, as compared to stations in
Europe near the North Sea, which are highly correlated with NTOL (Williams and Penna, 2011).
In our study, we find NTOL correlations ranging from 0 to -0.3.
While consistent with published findings (small amplitudes, especially at high latitude), it
is still important to consider reasons for the poor performance of NTOL in reducing the scatter of
GPS time series. Coastal stations, such as those in this study, and those at high latitude, are most
likely to experience pure barotropic response, as opposed to steric forcing (Vinogradova et al.
2007). Shallow oceanic regions are well-mixed and lacking in stratification, implying steric
contributions to sea level will be small relative to those stemming from bottom pressure
(Vinogradova et al. 2007). This implies that ocean bottom pressure, as modeled by ECCO, is
likely the dominant factor in resolving the NTOL signal in this region. The limitations of ECCO
include a low spatial resolution (0.25⁰ by 0.25⁰), as well as errors within the model itself, many
of which are difficult to quantify or identify (van Dam et al. 2012). Further, ECCO differs from
other models of both ocean bottom pressure and sea level, including the Proudman
Oceanographic Laboratory Storm Surge Model (POLSSM) (e.g. Zerbini et al. 2004, van Dam et
al. 2012). In their study of NTOL effects in the North Sea, Williams and Penna (2011) conclude
that POLSSM significantly outperforms ECCO, with roughly an 11% greater variance reduction.
Similarly, the NTOL resulting from a storm surge in the North Sea was successfully modeled
using POLSSM by Geng et al. (2012). In our study, NTOL is not effectively captured in the
residual time series. This could stem from a combination of errors in the GPS time series and the
signal being obscured by other signals, as well as the limitations of ECCO. POLSSM is a local
model, whereas ECCO is a global model.
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One of the most influential deformation signals on the GPS time series is that of regional
hydrologic loading. The Susitna River watershed experiences long winters with heavy snowpack
and warm summers. The climate patterns correlate with precipitation, river flow, and water
storage within the watershed. During winter months (October to March), snow accumulates and
the river discharge drops significantly – parts of the Susitna freeze. In the spring and summer
(April to September), the river begins to flow steadily again, draining the melting glaciers and
snowpack from the previous winter, and carrying it off the mountains into the ocean. This
systematic seasonal trend is evident in the GPS time series, as well as in the GRACE-derived
models of hydrologic loading. In the winter, increased snowpack and decreased river discharge
result in sustained loading of the Earth over several months. Conversely, during spring and
summer runoff, the snow is removed from the system and the river is able to evacuate more
hydrologic mass. This results in a period of prolonged uplift. We use GRACE to investigate this
influence in GPS time series.
As mentioned previously, GRACE is a monthly model exhibiting similar displacements
for every station in this study, due to its broad spatial resolution. GRACE models reduce time
series scatter and correlate well with the partial residual of the GPS. For the nine stations in our
study, we observe RMS reductions after removal of GRACE models of 11 to 22%, with an
average RMS reduction of 18% for the network. GRACE correlates strongly with the partial
residuals (values between 0.52 and 0.72). We conclude that hydrologic loading, as modeled by
GRACE, contributes significantly to the GPS time series and removing the GRACE model
significantly reduces scatter.
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Uncertainty Estimation
In this study, we have demonstrated capacity to combine datasets and models of various
spatial and temporal scales into a daily displacement estimate at a specific location. Inevitably,
doing so will introduce uncertainty in the residual time series and interpretations. GRACE, the
satellite-derived models of hydrologic mass variations on Earth, has the lowest resolution – both
temporally (monthly resolution) and spatially (1⁰ x 1⁰ resolution). Conversely, ECMWF ERAInterim models have a 6-hour temporal resolution obtains measurements four times per day on a
0.75⁰ by 0.75⁰ grid. To sample this model at daily intervals, we use only the modeled surface
pressure value given at 12:00PM every day. ECCO-V4r3 has a daily temporal resolution and a
high spatial resolution (0.25⁰ by 0.25⁰). ECCO-V4r3, however, performs the worst in terms of
reducing scatter for our residual time series; NTOL is also the smallest deformation signal of all
loading sources considered.
The precision of the GPS time series also introduces uncertainty into the analysis. For
example, it is difficult to precisely account for every factor that contributes to a GPS time series.
The lower resolution, longer period models, such as GRACE, could possibly be our most reliable
and trustworthy results. By removing known loading signals from the GPS time series, we can
explore the residual time series for other sources of loading deformation, including local HYDL.
Conclusion
Through understanding and modeling the sources of SML, we are able to identify
patterns of loading deformation among GPS stations in the Susitna River watershed, Alaska.
From ATML, we reduce RMS error by 9-18%. This value increases for stations further inland,
consistent with published findings of the inverted barometer effect on atmospheric loading. We
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observe very small amplitude signals from NTOL, and accounting for this source of loading
generally does not reduce RMS error. Regional hydrologic loading is effectively captured by the
GRACE model, and when subtracted from the residual, can reduce RMS error by 11-22%. From
all three models, as well from removing outliers and long-term tectonic trends, we reduce RMS
error by 27-39%. Furthermore, we find that the ATML and HYDL models are well correlated
with their respective partial residuals. The Pearson R correlation coefficients for the partial
residual and ATML models are 0.52-0.65, and those for the partial residuals and the HYDL
model are 0.52-0.72. Thus, we conclude that loading from ATML and HYDL significantly
contribute to GPS time series in this study.
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Chapter 2
Once we compute the residual time series by accounting for the known sources of SML,
we investigate seasonal changes in water storage in the Susitna River watershed. We are
interested in the vertical and horizontal responses of GPS stations as a function of season,
geographic location, and elevation.
Over the course of a year, the GPS stations respond to various loads by displacing
towards the source. We observe a network-coherent seasonal signal after removal of all known
sources of SML that reflects hydrologic mass movement across southern Alaska. Stations
displace towards the mountains to the northwest during the winter, and displace southeast
towards the outflow points in the spring and summer. To focus on intra-watershed motion, rather
than the entire network as a whole, we then remove the average time series (common mode)
from all residual time series. We then explore the remaining seasonal signal, and observe how it
varies within the Susitna River watershed.
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Methods
Seasonal Harmonic Fit
HYDL is broadly characterized by a repeatable, predictable seasonal trend (Argus et al.
2014). We are interested in the seasonality of the residuals with respect to the discharge of the
Susitna River and precipitation, and aim to determine the variations between stations across the
watershed. While disparate precipitation patterns and temperature anomalies can disrupt this
pattern, HYDL can roughly be modeled using an empirically derived harmonic function. For the
regional aspect of hydrologic loading, we assume GRACE effectively captures the signal. For
the localized water mass movement, we wish to model the seasonality of the resulting signal in
the time series. In order to do this, we compute a harmonic which represents the best fit to the
data using a least-squares approach:
𝑍(𝑡) = 𝑐 × cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝑠 × sin(𝜔𝑡) ,
where 𝑐 and 𝑠 are the coefficients in m, ω is the angular frequency of one year, t is the time for
each GPS data point, and Z is the position of the modeled harmonic at each epoch in the time
series. To obtain this harmonic, we solve an inverse problem of the form:
𝐺𝑚 = 𝑑 ,
where d is the displacement array from the GPS data, G is the matrix containing sine and cosine
functions of the time series, and m is the model vector containing the trigonometric coefficients,
𝑐 and 𝑠, needed to compute the best-fit harmonic. In order to solve for m, we must move G to the
other side of the equation. However, since G can be a non-orthogonal matrix, we must first
multiply G by its transpose in order to invert it and solve for m:
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(𝐺 𝑇 × 𝐺) × 𝑚 = 𝐺 𝑇 × 𝑑
𝑚 = (𝐺 𝑇 × 𝐺)−1 × 𝐺 𝑇 × 𝑑
This yields two coefficients, 𝑐 and 𝑠, which we can combine linearly to yield our modeled
harmonic. In Figure 13, we plot these functions with the vertical and horizontal residual time
series to visualize the amplitude of seasonal displacement, as well as the timing of maximum and
minimum displacement in a given direction.

Figure 13. The three residual components of station AB28 (GPS – ATML – NTOL – GRACE) plotted with
the empirically derived harmonic function fit to each component. The harmonic functions illustrate the
seasonal signal present in the residual time series that GRACE does not completely account for. With
these functions, we calculate the phase and amplitude of seasonal signals in order to plot them as PMEs
and observe the annual watershed motion. See Appendix E for fits to all components and stations.

Regional Loading and Discharge
The primary method for modeling and removing the regional hydrologic load from the
residuals is by using the GRACE model. Without the implementation of this, the time series are
dominated by regional loading. Modeling and removing GRACE significantly reduces the scatter
of the time series; however, there remains a coherent seasonal trend in all three components.
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Thus, we analyze the residual time series in order to obtain a time series that is dominated by
more local signals.
We fit empirically derived harmonic functions to the horizontal and vertical components
of the residual time series prior to removing the common mode, both before and after removing
GRACE. The idea is to analyze the watershed-scale vertical and horizontal motion not captured
entirely by GRACE. These harmonics are compared with precipitation models as well as the
discharge of the Susitna River, derived from the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) Stream
Gauge 15292000; the Susitna River at Gold Creek, Alaska. This gauge is located just south of
the northernmost GPS station in the study area, AC75 (Figure 1). It provides daily
measurements of water discharge (cubic feet per second), suspended sediment concentration
(milligrams per liter), and suspended sediment discharge (short tons per day). Figure 14 shows
the high flow season of the Susitna River between May and September, when glaciers and snow,
combined with precipitation, contribute to roughly a maximum of 25,000 cubic feet per second
of discharge at Gold Creek.
We correlate the discharge with the horizontal residuals, prior to removing the common
mode, to look at watershed-scale hydrology. For every station, we find negative correlations with
the north component of the residual and discharge, ranging from -0.42 to -0.60. This indicates
that as discharge increases, the north component decreases (the station moves south). We find
positive correlations with the east component of the residual and discharge, ranging from 0.24 to
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0.64. This indicates that as discharge increases, the east component increases (the station moves
east) (Supplemental Figure 1).

Figure 14. A bar graph showing the ten-year averaged discharge rate for each month at the Gold Creek
water gauge, Susitna River, Alaska. The river has a relatively low discharge rate between the months of
October and April, and spikes dramatically between May and September. This data contributes to our
understanding of the seasonality of the watershed; snowpack and ice accumulate in the Alaskan Range
during the months of low discharge (ice, in some parts (USGS)), and the river flows and unloads water
from the mountains during the summer, draining the watershed into the Pacific Ocean to the south.

Further, fitting an empirical seasonal harmonic to each component for every station
yields a consistent trend. As the correlations indicated, the north component experiences a
maximum southward displacement between mid-June and early-August at every station. This
corresponds to the time of maximum river discharge. The east component experiences a
maximum eastward displacement between mid-May and mid-July for every station. During
maximum discharge, in late spring and summer, all of the stations move southeast, roughly
towards the coast. When the river has slowed and partially frozen over, all of the stations move
northwest, roughly towards the Alaskan Mountain Range. This is illustrated with particle motion
ellipses, discussed below.
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Particle Motion Ellipses
A helpful way to envision three-dimensional harmonic displacements at a specific station
is by computing a particle motion ellipse (PME) (Martens, 2016). The PMEs are ellipses with a
directional vector, semi-major, and semi-minor axis defined by the seasonal deformation in the
horizontal components of the residual time series, and are colored by vertical displacement. We
compute three sets of PMEs: one for the residual prior to removal of the GRACE model, one for
the residual prior to removal of a common mode signal, and the final after removing a common
mode signal (CME). The first calculation will display the general/regional seasonal trend of
hydrologic loading, while the second isolates seasonal response local to the watershed. However,
since we observe a network-coherent seasonal trend after removing the GRACE model, we make
a third to attempt to draw out the true local response signal. In order to compute the PMEs, we
first perform the empirical seasonal harmonic fit. We reference the phase to October 1, or the
start of the water year. Our calculation begins with the general equation for a wave, which is
computed for all three displacement components (East, North, and Vertical):
𝑍 = 𝑐 × cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝑠 × sin(𝜔𝑡)
From trigonometric identity of sums of angles, we know that:
𝑐 = 𝐴cos(∅) and 𝑠 = 𝐴sin(∅) ,
in which ∅ is the phase of the wave and A is the amplitude of the wave. This yields:
𝑠
𝐴sin(∅)
=
= tan(∅)
𝑐
𝐴cos(∅)
Here, we can directly solve for ∅:
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∅ = arctan2(𝑠, 𝑐)
We obtain the amplitude of the harmonic by computing the square root of the sum of the squares
of the wave coefficients:
𝐴 = √𝑠 2 + 𝑐 2 ,
in which A is the amplitude of the wave, and c and s are the in-phase and quadrature coefficients
of the wave equation. Thus, we now have the phase and amplitude of each wave for all three
components of the residual time series. This information is then converted to the semi-major and
semi-minor axes for the PMEs within LoadDef. With these data, we can plot ellipses and observe
the seasonal patterns of loading. In order to represent the vertical component as well, we color
the ellipses by vertical deformation as seen in Figure 15.
As a check for the final residual PMEs, we perform statistical tests on the elliptical values
to determine significance. Since the post-CME PMEs are much smaller in amplitude than that of
the pre-CME PMEs, we analyze the standard deviations of the seasonal harmonics over six
years. Specifically, we make a separate harmonic fit to each year of data, and compute statistics
on the results. We calculate the mean amplitudes and phases for each component, as well as their
respective standard deviations:
𝜎ø = arctan2(𝜎s , 𝜎c )
𝜎A = √(𝜎s )2 + (𝜎c )2
The means and standard deviations are then plotted as PMEs, and we determine if the residual
PMEs outweigh the uncertainty from their respective standard deviations. The phases are
recorded but not displayed.
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The PMEs represent the seasonal deformation response to the hydrologic load as well as
any unmodeled or mismodeled seasonal effects from other sources (e.g. ATML, thermal
expansion of GPS monument and bedrock). Figure 15A shows the PMEs for the pre-GRACE
signal to be both large in amplitude and uniform in loading direction. The PMEs for the postGRACE time series show very similar amplitudes of horizontal displacement, yet have much
lower amplitudes of vertical deformation (Figure 15B). Both the pre-GRACE PMEs and the
post-GRACE PMEs (before removal of CME) show similar seasonality and direction across the
watershed.
Both sets of PMEs have similar vertical phase information. This essentially provides
information on the timing of maximum uplift and depression based on the harmonic fits to the
data. The GRACE model shows regional hydrologic changes that are largely seasonal. GPS also
exhibits large seasonal signals, likely stemming from the hydrologic cycle. We hypothesize that
these signals are related to seasonal loading and unloading, and thus expect them to be in phase.
The bottom panels of Figure 15 illustrate the vertical phase information of the harmonic fits for
both the pre-GRACE and post-GRACE time series. While generally nearly identical, AC75,
AC44 and ATW2 indicate some disagreement in vertical phase. Specifically, the post-GRACE
phases are roughly two or three months off from those of the pre-GRACE fit, with uplifting
occurring earlier in the year once GRACE is removed (possibly warming/melting earlier). The
fits for the pre-GRACE and post-GRACE time series can be seen in Appendix D and Appendix
E, respectively, where all three components are shown with their respective harmonic fits. Also
in Appendix A, we display year-by-year PMEs to the pre-GRACE and post-GRACE time series
for the years 2010-2015. This allows us to explore inter-annual variations across the watershed,
as well as to understand the larger trends for the full fits, displayed in Figure 15.
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Figure 15A (left). Particle motion ellipses (PMEs) showing seasonal horizontal and vertical motion for every station
in our study prior to the removal of GRACE. The PMEs show a seasonal trend where the loads fluctuate between the
mountains (NNW) and the ocean (SSE). Depending on the shape of the ellipse, the load varies spatially more or less
throughout the year. A fat ellipse (big semi-minor axis) demonstrates loading sources surrounding the station
throughout the year, whereas a skinnier ellipse (small semi-minor axis) represents essentially unidirectional loading
fluctuation. These ellipses are colored by vertical deformation.
15B (right). Same as above, but after the removal of GRACE. The magnitude of vertical deformation has decreased,
but there is still a coherent seasonal signal present across the network. Lines on the PMEs represent the direction of
horizontal response to the load on October 1, and this line traces out the ellipse counter-clockwise as the year
continues. Thus, the line would point along strike with the semi-major axis (NNW) in January, the month of
maximum snow loading in the mountains.
The bottom two panels show the vertical phase information instead of vertical deformation for both the pre-GRACE
PMES (left) and the post-GRACE PMEs (right). This shows that upon removal of the GRACE model, the vertical
phase remains roughly the same for most stations, but for AC75, AC44 and ATW2, it is shifted slightly. This implies
that the GRACE model is slightly out of phase with the modeled seasonal harmonic for these two stations, by a month
or two. This may be related to their relative low elevation, geographic position (eastern part of basin), or perhaps
groundwater storage capacities.
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Common Mode Error
Despite removing GRACE-derived models of regional scale HYDL response from the
residual time series, there remains a network-coherent seasonal signal in the time series. A
network-coherent signal is well documented and studied in geodetic analysis, with many
scientists citing it as a primary source of GPS error (e.g. Dong et al. 2006, Tian and Shen, 2016).
The common mode error (CME) stems from the shared influences and biases impacting GPS
stations within a particular region; sourced from errors in the satellite coverage, landscape
anomalies, or orbital and reference frame errors (Wdowinski et al. 1997).
The residual may also contain unmodeled or mismodeled loading signals or reflect a
discrepancy involving GRACE; perhaps the GRACE model (or our convolution and
interpolation of the GRACE model) does not accurately reflect the true distribution of regional
hydrologic mass. In addition, it can be important to consider the CME when working in a
specific region of the Earth. Anomalous signal and error in the time series is often attributed to
satellite orbital paths and timing/position uncertainties as well as reference frame errors, which
would systematically influence stations within a given region. Wdowinski et al. (1997) describes
a stacking method by averaging daily measurements and subtracting this average from each
station, to obtain the “filtered position.” The authors note that the CME determination improves
with more stations in the calculation.
We first attempt to understand the watershed as a whole in terms of seasonal loading and
unloading by fitting harmonic functions to the time series and developing PMEs. Once this is
analyzed, we compute and remove the CME to further elucidate intra-watershed spatial
variations in response. In Figure 16, we compute and remove the CME by stacking: averaging
the daily residual positions across the nine stations and subtracting this time series from each
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residual time series. Tian and Shen (2016) describe that this method is only effective when CME
is spatially homogeneous in a network, such as a small-scale watershed. Further, Dong et al.
(2006) find that CME derived from stacking methods is a good approximation for networks of
hundreds of kilometers spread, whereas for those of thousands, the network is too large for
stacking. Therefore, after modeling the regional impacts of SML in the Susitna River watershed,
we remove the CME via stacking to further explore subtle spatial variations in response across
the network.

Figure 16. A plot showing the common mode error (CME) in black plotted over the nine residual
time series for each component in 2012. The CME contains regional and seasonal coherent
signals across the watershed, so it is important to remove in order to achieve a full, independent
residual signal for each station.
Figure 17 is generated by calculating the average of six years of year-by-year amplitude
and phase information for post-CME residual time series (in order to include every station).
These PMEs are notably smaller and significantly varied in direction, as evidenced in yearly
post-CME PMEs in Appendix A (fits in Appendix F). The inter-annual variations are largely a
function of climate variation, and the noise associated with the mean PMEs indicates high
variability from year to year.
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Figure 17.
17A: The PMEs
calculated from six years
of post-CME residual time
series, colored by vertical
deformation. The stations
notably have less
deformation than prior to
removal of CME. AC32
consistently has high
amplitude responses,
perhaps due to its high
elevation and close
proximity to the river.
17B: The same PMEs as
above, this time colored
by vertical phase. A phase
180⁰ from the previous
PME (Figure 15) implies
that the removal of the
CME created a negative
phase where a weak
positive deformation
signal may be expected.
This may have happened
to stations AC80, AC46,
and AC44, where their
polarities flipped after
removal of the CME.
Note: AC44 has since
been slightly remodeled:
the load was previously
modeled at a slightly
lower latitude (~1-2⁰
south), but this does not
significantly change these
results. The same applies
for the standard
deviations.
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The standard deviations of the observed seasonal responses reflect some uncertainty, seen
in Figure 18, and thus we proceed in interpretation with caution. The amplitudes for the north
and east components in the mean PME calculation (Figure 17A) are smaller than their respective
standard deviations. The vertical components are better constrained, with half of the mean PMEs
larger than their respective standard deviations. The standard deviations for the phase of the
north components do not exceed 50⁰, and those for the east components do not exceed 40⁰
(Table 1). This implies that, while some of the amplitudes of horizontal motion may have high
uncertainty, we are more confident that the directionality of the PMEs are representative of true
residual direction (Figure 18).

Figure 18. The PMEs calculated from the standard deviation of the post-CME PMEs in Figure 17. These
do not display phase information (this is included in Table 1), but show the standard deviations computed
over six years of yearly harmonic fits to the residual time series.
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Interpretations
From the mean post-CME PMEs in Figure 17, we can make a few interpretations. With a
nearly equal semi-major and semi-minor axis, ATW2 responds to loading in all directions around
it, roughly uniformly throughout the year. ATW2 is positioned on a floodplain near the
confluence of two major rivers draining into the Knik Arm of Cook Inlet: the Knik River and the
Mataunska River. The drainage into the Knik Arm is located southwest of ATW2, the rivers
themselves flow from the southeast and northeast, and there are high elevation mountains to the
north, east, and south of ATW2. With a large group of inputs, and seasonal changes in river flow
and snowpack, it is unsurprising that ATW2 responds in such a uniform manner across all
directions.
The PME of AC11, located in the Matanuska River valley, demonstrates linear motion
correlating with the direction of river flow (but varies significantly from year to year, as seen in
Appendix A). In the winter months, discharge is low, and the station displaces to the elevated
mountains to the east. As the snow melts and the river nears peak flow, the station responds by
displacing downstream towards the floodplain and confluence with the Knik River, near ATW2.
Stations such as AB28, AC80, AC32 and AC44 are all at high elevations on the flanks of
river valleys. As such, their directional displacement in response to local loading is expected to
vary between the mountains and the river valley, depending on the season. AC80 is located to the
southeast of a wide stretch of the East Fork Yenta River, and the response is consistent with the
location of the river and timing of peak runoff. Similarly, AB28 (elevation: 1583 meters) is
located south of Rainy Pass, a massive valley with interspersed rivers and lakes. It experiences
maximum displacement towards and away from this valley at different times throughout the
year.
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Correlations between PBO Stations
For fully-residual time series (GPS – Outliers – Tectonics – Load Models – CME), the
degree to which time series correlate with each other may be an indication of the spatial
coherency of the local hydrologic signal. From our understanding of geophysical response
functions of the Earth (Figure 2), we expect inter-station correlation based on proximity. We
acknowledge that load distributions are spatially and temporally complex, so this association
may not be realistic.
With our initial residual (CME not removed), consisting of GPS – Outliers – Tectonics –
Load Models, we observe Pearson R correlation coefficients of 0.15 to 0.85. This range covers
all 36 pairs of stations remaining in the analysis (AC53 is not included). We plot this against
inter-station distance to investigate patterns of response, and do not find a linear association.
Namely, stations that are closer together do not necessarily experience higher correlations as
compared to those farther apart. The R2 for this metric is very weak, at 0.01, shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. A plot showing the Pearson R correlation coefficients for each station pairing for the residual
time series (but without removal of the common mode). These values are notably high, because the CME
is still present in every time series, but the linear association is not strong.
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Next, we remove the CME from each time series and recalculate the correlations. As
expected, this reduces the range of correlation coefficients to span 0.45 to -0.60, more centered
on zero correlation. This partially reflects the nature of removing an average – some time series
are above the estimated common mode and some are below it, so when running correlation tests,
an anti-correlation is possible. Figure 20 shows a weak linear association upon removal of the
CME. The R2 for the residual time series correlations by distance is 0.14.

Figure 20. Same as Figure 19, but with the CME removed from all of the time series. The magnitudes of
the correlations are significantly lower, and the trend line has a larger slope (weak positive R2).

Finally, we consider a new way to compare responses at pairs of stations: elevation
differences within each station pair. With this acting as our third variable, we color the
correlation coefficients by elevation difference, as seen in Figure 21. This elucidates patterns of
correlation based on not only inter-station distance, but elevation differences.
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Figure 21. Same as Figure 20, but with the station pairs colored by elevation differences. Station pairs
that have similar elevations are colored in blue, whereas station pairs that have very different elevations
are colored in red. Many of the station pairs that are far apart yet have similar elevations have high
correlations. Some of the station pairs that are very close but with vastly different elevations are not well
correlated. Thus, perhaps elevation is an explanatory variable to understand spatial coherency and load
distribution within an area.

The two station pairs with some of the highest correlations and larger distances apart,
AC11/AC75 and AC46/AC75, with Pearson R values of 0.14 and 0.22, respectively, are the
among the few station pairs within 200 meters of elevation difference between them. Thus,
despite their larger distance from each other, their time series share similar trends. The stations
with a larger gap in elevation do not display a noticeable pattern, with correlation coefficients
ranging from 0.1 to -0.5.
In considering surface mass loading, it is often helpful to frame the geophysical problem
in terms of wavelengths. For example, the entire Earth will elastically respond to the load
imparted by a small disk of water in a specific location. While the water may be physically
present in Anchorage, the entire Earth responds to the load, albeit a smaller response with greater
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distance from the load. The framework for which we approach the comparison metrics for our
stations is very similar. In theory, GPS stations that are closer together will be more correlated
with each other than those that are farther apart, for a point load, as illustrated with Figure 2.
The residual time series (prior to removal of CME) all show strong correlations with each
other. That is to say, every time series is positively correlated with every other time series, some
stronger than others. This observation is the primary motivation for removing the CME; which
represents a network coherent signal across the watershed. Unsurprisingly, the removal of the
CME substantially dropped the correlation coefficient values, but did not entirely remove a trend
between correlations and inter-station distance (Figure 20). Stations that are closer together feel
more similar sources of loading than those that are further apart. We also investigate the
relationship between time series correlation and elevation. Elevation varies significantly across
the watershed from the Alaskan Mountain Range (~1500 meters) to the Susitna valley floor (~50
meters).
While a station will respond to a load regardless of elevation, elevation plays a key role
in determining the precipitation patterns and snowpack that occur locally at each station. For
instance, stations AC46 (elevation: 620 meters) and AC75 (elevation: 609 meters) have the
highest Pearson R correlation value, 0.22, despite being nearly 150 kilometers from each other.
The closest two stations, stations AC44 (elevation: 832 meters) and ATW2 (elevation: 97
meters), have a correlation value of -0.09, despite being a third of the distance apart as the
previous stations (46 kilometers). Interestingly, the correlation between AC44 and ATW2 fits
well on the trendline for the entire set: Pearson R versus distance apart. Thus, elevation has some
control over response to local loading within the watershed.
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The elevation difference between stations AC44 and ATW2 is 735 meters, nearly a
kilometer. Thus, it is likely that these stations will experience different weather patterns,
snowpack accumulation, and melting episodes, despite their relative proximity. This could play a
role in their relatively weak correlation. Contrarily, the elevation difference between stations
AC46 and AC75 is 11 meters. We expect these stations to experience very similar climate
conditions, as both are a part of the same watershed and at roughly the same elevation.
Uncertainty Estimation
There is some uncertainty which must be considered when making analyses of the
residual time series in this study. Primarily, it is important to recognize that despite our efforts to
model and account for the many deformation signals and sources of error that contribute to the
geodetic time series (e.g. ATML, NTOL, tectonics, CME), the residual time series contain
unmodeled and mismodeled signals and noise. Further, the modeled displacements and GPS
positions have associated uncertainties that are compounded as the models are subtracted from
the data. When filtering low-frequency signals from the time series (e.g. slow-slip events), some
frequency bias may remain. Some stations that were well correlated before this correction may
now be less correlated than expected. In contrast, some stations that were not correlated at all
may now have correlation because of this baseline correction. However, this correction is
essential in processing because we are interested in the seasonality of various stations as opposed
to long-term deformation. In terms of the CME, a similar trend may evolve. The CME is notably
less robust for fewer stations in a study, and may have flipped the polarity of some harmonic
trends. Thus, it is more difficult to constrain truly residual station motion as a result of this
uncertainty, whereas regional motion is better understood.
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The mean PMEs are computed from six individual years of residual time series. The
statistics on these PMEs are indicative of the uncertainties mentioned above, as well as the
variability in climate and rainfall from year to year. For instance, a year with high rainfall and
warmer temperatures may result in different patterns of deformation in the watershed, as well as
larger-amplitude responses than those of drier years. We must keep inter-annual variations in
mind when interpreting the mean PMEs, and thus I have included PMEs for each of the six years
in Appendix A. There is also considerable uncertainty in terms of the harmonic fits to the fully
residual time series. After removing the loading models discussed throughout this thesis, as well
as adjusting for outliers and tectonics, and finally removing a CME, it is difficult to fit a perfect
seasonal function to the residual time series due to noise and a smaller-amplitude signal (low
signal-to-noise ratio). For an illustration of this difficulty, we observe the fit of this harmonic to
the residual time series at station AB28 for water year 2009-2010 in Figure 22.

Figure 22. The seasonal harmonic fits (orange line) to the fully residual time series (blue line) for
station AB28 used in the mean post-CME calculation. This fit is computed for the time frame of
October 1, 2009 to October 1, 2010. From this fit, phase and amplitude information is calculated and
used in the PME plots. It is evident that while the harmonic function fits the time series fairly well,
there remain signals and noise in the time series that cannot be resolved using a seasonal function.
Thus, our mean residual PMEs are not as precise as the seasonal PMEs, simply due to inter-annual
variations.
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Conclusion
The correlations between residual time series among the stations in this study are not
strongly associated with inter-station distance. The Green’s Function shown in Figure 2
represents a response to a point load; hydrologic loads are spatially and temporally complex. We
find weak linear association between the correlation coefficients for all station pairs and their
inter-station distance, with an R2 of 0.16. Station pairs that are more similar in elevation are
generally more correlated than station pairs with vastly different elevations, which may not be
correlated at all, despite proximity.
We demonstrate the ability to model seasonal deformation patterns within the watershed
using the horizontal and vertical components of the time series. Before removing the CME,
residual time series show strong horizontal motion towards the Alaskan Range in winter months,
correlating with snowpack and decreased river discharge. In the summer months, the GPS
stations displace downstream as the discharge spikes, and the snowpack is melted and the
mountains are unloaded. When removing the CME, the network-averaged signal, we further
elucidate intra-watershed motion (and/or noise). Stations no longer display a regional trend;
rather, they exhibit responses to smaller loads and demonstrate local site deformation. Some
stations are influenced primarily by tributaries to the Susitna, while others are affected primarily
by neighboring mountains. The PMEs demonstrate that some stations, such as ATW2 and AC44,
horizontally displace in all directions evenly through the year (as indicated by similar semi-major
and semi-minor axes). Other stations, such as AC80 and AC11, exhibit more uni-directional
motion in that they respond in generally two directions (and have small semi-minor axes).
Standard deviations show some uncertainty in amplitudes, and the post-CME harmonic fits in
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Appendix F are not strong. Thus, we rely more on the post-GRACE fits to represent a larger
residual signal within the Susitna River watershed, and to avoid interpreting noise.

Summary
We model and remove ATML, NTOL, and HYDL from GPS time series at nine PBO
stations in the Susitna Watershed, Alaska. By removing ATML modeled by ECMWF ERAInterim solutions we achieve an RMS reduction of 9-18%. We observe increasing RMS
reduction moving inland, primarily due to the inverted-barometer effect. Removal of HYDL
modeled by GRACE land mascons reduces RMS error by 11-22%. Both ATML and HYDL load
models are well correlated with the partial residual time series. The ATML and GPS – NTOL –
HYDL time series have correlation coefficients of 0.52 – 0.65. The HYDL and GPS – NTOL –
HYDL time series have correlation coefficients of 0.52 – 0.72. We model NTOL using ECCOV4r3, and removing NTOL response does not significantly change RMS scatter. Further, the
correlations between NTOL and GPS – ATML – HYDL time series are not strong, ranging from
0 to -0.33. NTOL-induced deformation amplitudes are notably smaller than those of ATML and
HYDL, ranging from 2-4 millimeters, whereas ATML-induced and HYDL-induced amplitudes
exceed 10 millimeters. A combination of ECCO-V4r3 spatial resolution issues, as well as
potential mismodeled deformation signals in GPS time series may contribute to the diminished
impact of NTOL on the GPS time series. In total, we reduce RMS error by 27-39% by
accounting for ATML, NTOL, and HYDL in GPS time series across the Susitna Watershed.
We analyze correlations between GPS stations both before and after removal of the
common mode, a network-coherent time series derived from stacking and averaging all stations
in the study, in order to explore intra-watershed deformation response. Prior to removing the
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CME, we observe correlation coefficients from roughly 0.2 to 0.8, indicating moderate to strong
positive correlation between all of the time series in the network. The strength of this correlation
is not influenced by inter-station distance (slope = 0, R2 = 0.01). Upon removal of the CME, the
correlation coefficients are significantly reduced, now ranging from -0.4 to 0.3. The association
between correlation and inter-station distance is slightly improved after removal of the CME (R2
= 0.14); the correlation coefficients are decreased by roughly 0.2 for every 100 km of distance
between stations. However, distance between stations is not the only controlling factor on time
series correlations. We introduce another factor by investigating station pairs based on interstation elevation differences. Stations AC46 and AC75 have a correlation coefficient of 0.22 and
are 149 kilometers apart. AC46 and AC51 have a correlation coefficient of 0.06, despite being
nearly three times closer. A potential explanation is their elevations relative to each other. AC46
and AC75 (higher correlation) have an elevation difference of 11 meters, whereas AC46 and
AC51 (lower correlation) have an elevation difference of 337 meters. Thus, AC46 and AC75
may record more similar weather patterns (snow, rain, temperature, etc.) whereas AC46 and
AC51 will likely record different climate. This indicates that while distance influences interstation correlation, elevation is also an important factor when considering deformation response
within a region. Stations at more similar elevations tend to be more correlated, as compared to
stations at completely different elevations, which naturally experience different temperatures,
precipitation patterns, and seasonality.
We investigate seasonal deformation patterns in GPS time series at three points during
the residual calculation. The first time series with which we analyze seasonality is the preGRACE residual time series. Next, we investigate the post-GRACE residual time series. Finally,
we remove the CME and analyze the residual time series. This residual is referred to as the post-
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CME time series. From each residual time series, we compute particle motion ellipses (PMEs)
that illustrate station displacement over the course of a year. Both the pre-GRACE and postGRACE PMEs show similar directionality and phase: the stations displace northwest in the
winter months and southeast in the summer months. The vertical amplitudes of the pre-GRACE
PMEs significantly outweigh those of the post-GRACE PMEs, due to the inclusion of the
regional hydrologic load in the pre-GRACE residual time series. The phases of the vertical
displacements between the two residuals differ slightly at three stations: AC75, AC44 and
ATW2. At these stations, the post-GRACE residual time series experiences maximum uplift a
few months earlier than the same stations before GRACE is removed. Thus, while the entire
watershed may experience maximum uplifting close to the start of the water year (October 1),
these two stations experience maximum uplift in June or July. AC75 (elevation: 609 meters) and
ATW2 (elevation: 97 meters) are the two lowest elevation stations; along with AC44, these
stations are mostly contained within a valley. Thus, it is likely that valley stations tend to unload
earlier in the season as compared to mountainous stations, which is expected due to increased
snowpack for longer durations seen at higher elevations. After removal of the CME, we observe
completely different directions and phases for the majority of stations. While some of the postCME PMEs are consistent from year to year, the standard error of these PMEs tend to outweigh
the post-CME PMEs themselves. Thus, we conclude that while it is difficult to interpret the postCME PMEs, much can be learned from the post-GRACE PMEs. The post-GRACE residual time
series represents true intra-watershed signal (albeit with noise and mismodeled signal), and the
PMEs generated from this residual illuminate relatively predictable seasonal patterns at every
station within the Susitna Watershed.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Annual PMEs
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Annual Post-CME PMEs. PMEs for each of the six years available for calculation of the residual
PMEs at every station. Plotted below each PME map is a bar graph showing monthly discharge in the
Susitna River for the year in which the PMEs were calculated. These graphs show the wide variation
that can occur when considering residual time series motion from year to year, as well as in a given
year across the entire watershed. It is difficult to constrain motion of a station on such a small scale
both temporally (intra-annual) and spatially (station-specific); as we broaden our focus (e.g. preGRACE, post-GRACE PMEs) we make stronger interpretations. However, the signal shown across
the watershed across the years in this figure does not necessarily illustrate complete noise, rather, a
very complex assortment of motion based on precipitation, temperature, river discharge, and
geographic location. The signal has the capacity to vary tremendously. Additionally, we consider the
influence of noise (such as thermal expansion of the bedrock and GPS monument and mismodeled or
unmodeled signals) on the variability of these PMEs. As seen in Figure 20, the PMEs calculated from
the six years of harmonic fits have large standard error. Thus, a combination of inter-annual variation
in climate and unaccounted noise in the signal contributes to the large uncertainty in post-CME
PMEs. Again, AC44 has been since remodeled (described in Figure 17).
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Annual Pre- and Post-GRACE PMEs. Five years of harmonic fits to the pre- and post-GRACE
residual time series, displayed with vertical amplitude and phase. Five years are computed because
this is the length of time for which all GPS stations have complete data. It is immediately clear that
there is inter-annual variation in both deformation and phase, however as a whole, the PMEs (and
thus the stations) are fairly consistent across this time period. Also of note: the PMEs behave
similarly within each year to each other. If some PMEs are large, they are all large (such as in 2013).
If some PMEs are skinny, they are all skinny (such as in 2014). This indicates that the stations
respond in consistence with each other.
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Appendix B. Tables
2009
nc
AB28
AC11
AC32
AC44
AC46
AC51
AC75
AC80
ATW2

ns
-0.13
-0.54
-0.82
1.32
0.41
-0.16
-0.95
0.38
0.49

ec
0.26
-1.14
1.45
-1.41
-0.03
0.29
0.05
-0.24
0.77

2010
es

-0.42
-0.19
1.07
-0.93
0.32
0.88
0.25
-0.39
-0.59

vc
0.55
0.3
-1.76
-0.49
-0.46
0.93
0.42
0.25
0.27

vs
0.03
0.43
2.28
-0.24
-0.08
1.19
-2.1
0.45
-1.95

nc
-0.68 AB28
-0.33 AC11
-0.72 AC32
1.52 AC44
-1.46 AC46
0.34 AC51
-0.39 AC75
-0.19 AC80
1.92 ATW2

ns
-0.54
0.12
0.35
-0.03
-0.24
0.23
-0.85
0.68
0.27

ec
-0.05
0.36
2.64
-0.78
-0.45
-0.01
-1.33
-0.24
0.59

2011
nc
AB28
AC11
AC32
AC44
AC46
AC51
AC75
AC80
ATW2

ns
-0.154
0.283
-1.277
0.055
-0.01
0.083
0.322
1.126
-0.429

nc
AB28
AC11
AC32
AC44
AC46
AC51
AC75
AC80
ATW2

AB28
AC11
AC32
AC44
AC46
AC51
AC75
AC80
ATW2

ec
0.324
-0.68
2.852
-0.553
-0.719
0.451
-0.49
-1.116
-0.069

ns
-0.696
-0.809
-0.499
1.044
0.528
0.068
-0.574
1.195
-0.258

-0.295
0.4749
0.337
-1.01
0.269
0.49
0.539
-0.545
-0.259
2013

vc
0.743
0.614
-3.68
-0.256
-0.129
0.36
0.178
1.466
0.705

es
-0.848
-0.034
1.928
-1.072
-0.394
0.201
0.935
-0.004
-0.711

vc
0.47
-0.11
1.02
-0.02
-0.55
0.11
-0.8
0.08
-0.2

vs
-0.75
-1.27
6.26
1.16
-1.3
1.12
-2.93
-0.97
-1.33

-0.41
1.08
1.6
0.04
-1.14
-0.37
-0.71
-0.52
0.44

2012
es

ec
-0.338
-0.607
-1.041
1.556
0.185
0.141
-0.519
-0.376
0.999

es
-0.11
-0.67
2.01
-0.64
0.15
0.32
0.06
-0.63
-0.5

vs
0.151
-1.106
5.345
1.161
-0.838
2.005
-4.37
0.409
-2.755

vc
-0.422
0.524
-0.608
-0.103
-0.703
0.421
0.972
0.821
-0.904

nc
0.132 AB28
-0.613 AC11
5.303 AC32
-0.236 AC44
-2.346 AC46
0.611 AC51
-2.956 AC75
-0.365 AC80
0.469 ATW2

vs
3.228
-2.091
3.473
0.216
-0.308
2.407
-3.433
0.015
-3.506

ns
-0.162
1.444
-4.249
0.232
0.22
0.563
0.488
1.127
0.338

nc
0.636 AB28
-0.039 AC11
7.293 AC32
-1.996 AC44
-0.525 AC46
0.661 AC51
-1.638 AC75
-2.039 AC80
-2.353 ATW2

Mean
namp
npha
eamp
epha
vamp
vpha
0.220018 -90.7379 0.663408 -43.0658 0.586027 42.53347 AB28
0.614852 157.1257 0.210695 -16.8338 1.033316 -109.563 AC11
2.931337 -29.5121 1.81856 137.6892 4.828394 49.14729 AC32
0.655801 124.417 0.871563 -105.176 0.783265 86.74307 AC44
0.49934 170.2767 0.478939 160.039 1.625508 -150.031 AC46
0.07649 100.6733 0.601267 58.10741 1.78614 82.49368 AC51
0.729835 -163.469 0.309433 53.16714 3.031888 -111.659 AC75
1.017489 132.5837 0.80285 -30.0886 0.729385 167.1673 AC80
0.443894 24.11102 0.41411 -70.2159 2.17754 -97.4144 ATW2

ec
-0.798
-1.505
9.238
-0.617
-0.982
-0.399
-1.814
-1.531
-1.592

ns
0.362
0.936
-2.169
0.625
-0.402
-0.333
0.318
-0.013
0.677

es
-0.882
0.408
1.532
-0.911
0.386
0.282
-0.244
-0.63
0.058
2014

ec
0.585
0.173
0.167
-0.42
-0.957
-0.558
-0.095
-0.628
1.733

vc
1.37
0.803
-2.963
-0.659
-0.494
-0.414
0.576
1.187
0.593

es
-0.163
-0.355
0.468
-0.484
0.25
0.89
-0.054
-0.216
-0.336

vs
-0.768
-0.496
2.42
1.587
-1.115
1.565
-2.05
0.19
-1.334

vc
0.197
-0.921
-0.078
0.159
-0.365
0.499
-0.233
0.364
0.377

0.987
-1.123
7.374
-0.463
-1.131
0.972
-1.785
-1.579
-3.252
vs

0.486
-1.309
2.135
0.808
-1.231
2.338
-2.024
0.878
-2.081

1.926
-1.051
-1.9
1.402
-1.847
-0.814
0.765
0.426
1.09

One STD
namp
npha
eamp
epha
vamp
vpha
0.570354 36.28297 0.622856 29.59883 1.607674 56.93084
1.023763 49.71165 0.705283 34.99903 1.077395 46.50052
3.594788 24.09472 1.759467 21.92777 4.039904 23.36474
1.047282 28.77225 0.347956 36.95814 1.342874 27.45564
0.555774 37.02195 0.313558 55.8067 0.741568 38.80931
0.458406 38.28409 0.493968 34.31446 0.809114
39.43
0.892745 41.97135 0.69495 34.40728 1.464634 36.41311
0.658493 42.89838 0.55614 24.43551 1.016353 34.22281
1.113212 20.81475 0.602628 24.54194 2.021289 22.49112

Table 1. The coefficients of the seasonal harmonic function used to fit the three components of motion
for each GPS station for the six years of calculations (2009-2014). Below, the mean and standard
deviations of the amplitudes (millimeters) and phases (degrees) for each PME calculated from the
coefficients as described in methods. Notice the phase information is fairly well-constrained, whereas
one standard deviation for the amplitudes is generally of the same order as the mean amplitudes. This
indicates that variation is approximately equivalent to the size of the signal itself.
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Station
AB28
AC11
AC32
AC44
AC46
AC51
AC53
AC75
AC80
ATW2

General Data
Latitude
Longitude
Elevation (m) Distance to Ocean (km) Distance to River (km)
62.094
-152.815
1583
145
150
61.807
-148.332
791
115
110
61.473
-150.737
1348
24
10
61.242
-149.567
832
23
50
61.986
-151.524
620
101
70
61.498
-151.835
957
76
60
61.769
-150.069
58
70
10
62.999
-149.609
609
190
20
62.394
-151.765
1115
145
80
61.598
-149.132
97
80
60

Table 2. General information of the original ten stations in use for this study. AC53 is tossed at the
beginning of analysis, as described in the paper, due to outlying values.

Appendix C. Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure 1. Correlations between residual time series without removal of CME and river
discharge, plotted by latitude and longitude. The north components of the residual time series are
consistently negatively correlated with discharge, and the east components are positively correlated
with discharge. This supports the findings in the regional PMEs; the horizontal components
consistently load and unload in the direction of the mountains during the winter and the valley/ocean
during the summer.
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Supplemental Figure 2. A comparison of various types of filters used for time series analysis. The
Chebyshev and Elliptic filters have a steeper roll-off at the critical frequencies, which is ideal for the
sharp attenuation of critical frequencies; however, the introduction of ripples in these filters would
adversely impact high frequency signals. Thus, we apply a Butterworth filter, which despite its slower
roll-off, does not introduce ripples into the time series, and thus retains high frequency (annual and
shorter) signals (Geek3, via Wikipedia).
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Supplemental Figure 3. The long-term slow-slip event (SSE), as seen in AC44, corrected with a
logarithmic function. In yellow, the time series before the correction (in green) is applied. In blue, the
time series after the fit is subtracted. We fit this SSE with a combination of a linear term (2009 – 2011)
and a logarithmic term (2011 – 2018). The logarithmic function is:
SSE = log(1 + (dt/T)) ,
where dt is the time of the time series and T is a relaxation parameter determined empirically.

Supplemental Figure 4. Annual precipitation values averaged over 2014-2017 for all stations in the
study. Precipitation values are obtained from NASA GPM monthly solutions at 0.1⁰ spatial resolution.
There is no trend between elevation and precipitation within the watershed, and precipitation values vary
greatly from year to year. Anchorage received 20% less precipitation in 2011 as compared to 2012,
reflected in the monthly discharge plots for 2011 and 2012 shown in the Annual PMEs above.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Maps showing the RMS reduction values for each load model in the
east component of the GPS stations. In general, removing the ATML model increases scatter
of GPS time series in the east component, whereas removing NTOL and HYDL do not affect
scatter or slightly reduce it. This may be a function of a few things; the horizontal
components are generally smaller in amplitude than the vertical components, and thus larger
noise signals impact the time series more proportionally. Further, the GPS time series may
be relatively small in amplitude prior to removal of models, and the models, despite
increasing scatter, reveal truly residual time series. The harmonic fits (Appendix C)
accurately reflect the expected seasonal trend in the watershed, and the fits themselves are
very strong. Thus, the RMS reductions in the horizontals do not necessarily indicate accuracy
of model as they do in the vertical time series.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Maps showing the RMS reduction values for each load model in the
north component of the GPS stations. In general, removing the ATML model increases
scatter of GPS time series in the north component, whereas removing NTOL and HYDL do
not affect scatter or slightly reduce it. See Supplemental Figure 5 for potential reasons and
limitations in horizontal component RMS reduction.
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Supplemental Figure 7. A comparison of the NTOL convolution for station AC44 using two different
reference frames: CM, the center of mass of the entire Earth system (including atmosphere and
oceans) and CF, the geometric center of the outer envelope of the Earth. This study convolves all
loading models using the CM reference frame, since we deal with the atmosphere, oceans, and
surface groundwater in our modeling. According to Dong et al. 2003, the CM reference frame is
commonly used in space geodesy, whereas CF is more commonly used in ground surveys, where
“geometry between ground sites is the only measurable quantity.”
Supplemental Figure 8. On
the top panel, six months of
vertical GPS time series
overlain with the NTOL
model at station AB28. On
the bottom panel, the same
time span and GPS time
series overlain with the
ATML model. It is clear that
ATML contributes
significantly to the GPS time
series, as documented with
almost every deflection and
uplift event captured by
ATML. NTOL, on the other
hand, does not correlate
with any of these signals,
and thus does not contribute
significantly to GPS time
series for this station.
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Appendix D. Pre-GRACE Harmonic Fits
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Appendix E. Post-GRACE Harmonic Fits
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Appendix F. Post-CME Harmonic Fits (2012)
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Appendix G. Partial Residual Time Series
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Appendix H. GRACE Models and Harmonics
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